Hi Bill,

No wiggle room there unfortunately; however you are certainly welcome to use the trial version for as long as you need: www.sublimetext.com/3

Part of the reason we offer an unlimited trial is so students like yours can learn on Sublime without the burden of paying for it.

Cheers
Sales Team
Sublime HQ PTY LTD
www.sublimetext.com

On Tue, Jul 21, 2015 at 3:56 PM, Bill MacKenty <bmackenty@aswarsaw.org> wrote:

> Hello
> > You know how on your FAQ sales page <http://www.sublimetext.com/sales_faq=
Hi Bill,

No wiggle room there unfortunately; however you are certainly welcome to use the trial version for as long as you need: [www.sublimetext.com/3](http://www.sublimetext.com/3)

Part of the reason we offer an unlimited trial is so students like yours can learn on Sublime without the burden of paying for it.

Warmly,

Bill

-------------------------------
Bill MacKenty
Computer Science
&E2=80=8BTeacher &E2=80=8B & Technology Adviser
American School of Warsaw
bmackenty@aswarsaw.org
Phone: (+48) 602 325 323
www.mackenty.org
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Cheers

Sales Team

On Tue, Jul 21, 2015 at 3:56 PM, Bill MacKen
&ty <span dir="ltr">&lt;a href="mailto:bmackenty@aswarsaw.org" target="_blank">bmackenty@aswarsaw.org</a>&gt;</span>
 wrote:<br><br> You know how on your <a href="http://www.sublimetext.com/sales_faq" target="_blank">FAQ sales page</a> you have this text?<br><br> **Education Discounts**<br><br> Educational discounts are not presently offered.<br><br> I was wondering if there is any wiggle room on this. I'm teaching an introduction to computer science course at the non-profit American School of Warsaw and I'd really like to use sublime with my kids, but at 70 USD per kid, that's going to get really expensive really fast. <br><br> Any chance? We've got 150 kids, each with a school-issued computer. <br><br> Warm=